We retrieve reflected plane waves by applying seismic interferometry to the recorded ground motion from a cluster of earthquakes. We employ upgoing/downgoing P/S wavefield decomposition, time windows, time reversal, and multi-dimensional deconvolution (MDD) to improve the quality of the extraction of reflected waves with seismic interferometry. Because MDD interferometry requires the separation of wavefields depending on the direction of wave propagation, almost no studies apply MDD to earthquake data observed at the surface to extract body waves. The wavefield separation and seismic interferometry based on MDD allow us to reconstruct PP, PS, SP, and SS reflected waves without unwanted crosstalk between P and S waves. From earthquake data, we obtain PP, PS, and SS reflected plane waves that reflect off the same reflector, and estimate P-and S-wave velocities.
INTRODUCTION
Body waves obtained from earthquakes have been used for imaging deep structure (crust-mantle) (e.g., Bostock and Rondenay, 1999; Baig et al., 2005; Dasgupta and Nowack, 2006) . The receiver function is one technique to obtain information of subsurface structure by estimating travel-time differences between P and PS converted waves (Langston, 1979) . Seismic interferometry (Claerbout, 1968; Wapenaar, 2004) is also used for analyses of passive seismic waves including earthquake records. One can apply seismic interferometry to body waves generated by earthquakes and obtain images of subsurface structure (e.g., Abe et al., 2007; Ruigrok et al., 2010; Ruigrok and Wapenaar, 2012) . Abe et al. (2007) found that the image obtained from seismic interferometry has higher resolution than from receiver functions. The target for most bodywave seismic interferometry studies is deep structure, but a few studies create images in shallow zones (Ryberg, 2011; Yang et al., 2012) . Seismic interferometry has been developed for analyzing data trace by trace, and Wapenaar et al. (2008a,b) improve seismic interferometry by using multi-dimensional deconvolution (MDD). Although MDD interferometry requires one to separate wavefields depending on the direction of wave propagation and to solve an inverse problem, MDD overcomes several limitations (e.g., attenuation, complicated incident waves, and source distribution) of trace-by-trace interferometry.
In this study, we apply trace-by-trace and MDD seismic interferometry to earthquake data to reconstruct reflected plane waves. We first introduce earthquake data and pre-process these data before applying seismic interferometry. Then we show a mathematical description of seismic interferometry and improvement of interferometric wavefields by applying different techniques to the earthquake data. Line 1 Figure 1 : Geometry of receivers (triangles) and earthquakes (yellow dots). We use an earthquake swarm (embraced by black circle) for the interferometry study. The left inset shows the location of the LaBarge field, and the right inset the magnification of the receiver area. We use records observed at the receivers shown by red triangles for this study (receivers 42-55). The gray scale illustrates topography. Figure 1 . We apply a bandpass filter, 0.4-0.5-7-9 Hz, to wavefields in both panels. The pink and yellow lines indicate the picked arrival times for direct P and S waves, respectively. Amplitudes are normalized separately at each panel. Leahy et al. (2012) apply receiver function to teleseismic events to image the subsurface, and Schmedes et al. (2012) apply earthquake tomography to teleseismic earthquake data.
Observed data
Because the wavefield decomposition we use (explained below) is valid for the wave propagation in a vertical plane, we restrict ourselves to hypocenters and receivers near that vertical plane. We use a cluster of earthquakes (represented by the black circle in Figure 1) , which contains about 100 earthquakes and produces quasi-plane waves with nearly the same angles of incidence. This cluster of earthquakes is located on the extensions of survey line 1 in Figure 1 . Therefore in this study, we use this cluster of earthquakes and receivers of survey line 1. Figure 2 shows the observed wavefields after rotating the horizontal components in the radial direction (the same direction as the receiver lines). The high-energy waveforms contain frequencies up to 7 Hz.
Upgoing/Downgoing P/S Wavefield decomposition
We decompose observed two-component wavefields into upgoing/downgoing P/S waves with the stress-free condition at the free surface based on Aki and Richards (2002,Table 5 .1): where all notations are shown in Table 1 . We apply inverse kx−ωt) dkdω) to expression 1 to obtain upgoing/downgoing P/S waves in the space-time domain.
For this decomposition, we need a receiver array for the Fourier transform, which decomposes the wavefields into the different wavenumber components k, and the assumption, in which velocities just below the free surface are constant (laterally homogeneous in the near surface). In expression 1, u x and u z are observed after a double Fourier transform, k and ω are given in the wavenumber-frequency domain, and ν p and ν s can be computed in the wavenumber-frequency domain when α and β are given. In conclusion, when we assume α and β , we can compute U p , D p , U s , and D s using equation 1.
To estimate velocities, we minimize upgoing P-wave amplitude around S-wave arrival times as well as upgoing S-wave amplitude around P-wave arrival times. Figure 3 shows upgoing P/S waves decomposed from waves in Figure 2 with estimated P-and S-wave velocities, which are 3.5 and 1.2 km/s, respectively. We can also compute downgoing P/S waves. In Figure 3a , the amplitudes in the pink/blue time intervals are larger than the yellow/green time intervals. In contrast in Figure 3b , amplitude differences between the pink/blue and yellow/green time intervals are not clear, which implies that the wavefields include strong PS converted waves in the pink/blue time interval. Figure 4 shows the particle motion of wavefields before and after the decomposition around the P-and S-wave arrival times (which are the pink and yellow lines in Figure 2 , respectively). Figure 2 ) and of upgoing P and S wavefields (right: Figure 3 ) at around (top row) P-and (bottom row) S-wave arrivals. Red (0 s in the color bar) indicates the times at the pink line for P waves and the yellow line for S waves in Figure 2 . Blue lines on the left panels illustrate the particle motion based on the angle of incidence estimated by ray tracing, and the lines on the right panels indicate the ideal particle motion in the case when wavefields are perfectly separated and no converted waves are generated.
We compute the angles of incident P and S waves by ray tracing with a velocity model based on Gans (2011); the angles of incidence in survey line 1 are 35 • and 18 • for P and S waves, respectively (the blue lines in Figure 4 (left)). After the decomposition (Figure 4 (right)), the particle motions align to the blue lines, which indicates that we can separate observed wavefields to upgoing P and S waves. To obtain stable waveforms without the anomalous behavior at the edge of the array caused by the space-wavenumber Fourier transform, we only use traces 3-12 for interferometry after the decomposition.
APPLICATION OF SEISMIC INTERFEROMETRY TO EARTHQUAKE DATA
We introduce a mathematical description of seismic interferometry related to this study while assuming 2D wave propagation and show reconstructed waveforms from the earthquake data. In this section, all equations are written in the spacefrequency domain.
Trace-by-trace deconvolution
For trace-by-trace deconvolution interferometry, we compute deconvolution for each pair of traces at each earthquake. Deconvolution applied to the waveforms from one earthquake recorded by the vertical component of receivers A and B is given by
where ε is a regularization parameter (Clayton and Wiggins, 1976) , the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate, and · · · indicates the average power spectrum. In deconvolution interferometry, the receiver at the denominator in equation 2 (re- ceiver A) behaves as a virtual source (Vasconcelos and Snieder, 2008) . We can compute deconvolution for all combinations of the vertical and horizontal components, and each combination corresponds to different types of wave propagation between receivers A and B. We show only one combination in equation 2. In the 1D case, DI zz (B, A) is equivalent to the wave propagation from receiver A to receiver B (Snieder et al., 2006) . In the 2D and 3D cases, we average DI zz (B, A) over many sources around the receivers to reconstruct the wave propagation (Vasconcelos and Snieder, 2008) . Because u z includes both P and S waves, DI zz (B, A) contains crosstalk between P and S waves.
In Figure 5 , we apply trace-by-trace deconvolution (equation 2) to observed wavefields shown in Figure 2 . Receiver A in equation 2 is at offset 0 km (virtual source). The deconvolved wavefields in Figure 5 are contaminated by noise around the zero-lag time; hence, trace-by-trace deconvolution using neither wavefield decomposition nor time windowing does not provide useful information about the subsurface.
Multi-dimensional deconvolution
To improve interferometric wavefields, we decompose u x and u z into U p , D p , U s , and D s (Figure 3 ) before applying seismic interferometry. Surface-related reflected upgoing P waves at receiver B are given by
where G pp and G ps are the P-P and P-S reflected Green's function representing the wave propagation from receiver A to receiver B. In this study, we use time windows shown in Fig In MDD interferometry, we solve the Green's functions of all components for all traces simultaneously. From equation 4 and the similar notation for S waves, we obtain
where each wavefield includes all traces. To solve equation 5, we first right-multiply (U r * p U r * s ) ) and then add a damping parameter εI to obtain a stable inverse matrix (van der Neut et al., 2011b) . We retrieve the Green's matrix from upgoing/downgoing P/S wavefields solving the inverse problem (equation 5).
Because MDD treats the reconstruction of the Green's function as an inverse problem, MDD has several advantages compared with trace-by-trace interferometry. MDD can be applied to passive seismic data generated by uneven distributed sources in a dissipative medium (but MDD requires even distributed receivers) (van der Neut et al., 2011b; Wapenaar et al., 2011a,b) . Snieder et al. (2009) suggest that one can retrieve Green's functions without estimating source spectra by using MDD. This method also removes complicated overburden without requiring a velocity model when receivers are embedded inside a medium (van der Neut et al., 2011a,b) . Note that MDD retrieves the Green's functions without unwanted crosstalk when we separate P and S waves (equation 5). Figure 5 , we can successfully reconstruct reflected plane waves employing wavefield decomposition, time windowing, time reversal, and MDD. Leahy et al. (2012) show that a reflector exists at about 3.8 km depth. The waves pointed by three arrows in Figure 6 are reflected waves from the reflector; their arrival times are 1.38 s (PP), 2.66 s (PS), and 4.10 s (SS). The arrival times of these reflected waves highlighted by the arrows in Figure 6 are dependent. Using the arrival times of the PP and SS reflected waves, the arrival time of the PS reflected wave should be 2.74 s, which is a 3% discrepancy (≈ (2.74 − 2.66)/2.66) from the observed time in Figure 6b . When we assume that the reflector is flat, the average P and S velocities over the raypaths of the reflected waves are 4.5 km/s and 1.7 km/s, respectively, with the angles of incidence we estimated.
CONCLUSION
We apply seismic interferometry to plane waves excited by a cluster of earthquakes and obtain subsurface information.
To improve the quality of interferometric wavefields, we employ several techniques such as upgoing/downgoing P/S wavefield decomposition, time windowing to separate direct and reflected waves, time reversal, and multi-dimensional analysis. We retrieve the Green's matrix without unwanted crosstalk of P and S waves with MDD interferometry. Although MDD interferometry requires wavefield separation, the computed waveforms have the higher signal-to-noise ratio compared with traceby-trace interferometry and we can retrieve reflected waves.
